
 

 

HIKG-Die Große Schlacht 
Fightingrules 2017 

 

Basic rules for Trainings and the Battles: 

Fair play is the Base for our sport and fun. 

So take care for each other. 

If there are any Problems talk to your Group leader or talk to the organizing team. 

The organizing team own the householder´s right and will use it to ban individuals from the event if 

this should be necessary. 

To participate in any fighting, you must be signed in to the event. 

The participation under the influence of Drugs or Alcohol is forbidden. 

Whoever causes an injury has to care for the injured person as long as necessary. 

 

The shout “STOP” is only for the serious case if anybody get injured. 

With this shout every Fighting must end immediately 

This shout should be repeated by all as long as every fighting stopped. 

If You slip out in the line while fighting or fall over you stay down, and protect yourself as possible. 

 

“Schöner Sterben” (nice/theatrical Dying) 

During the Battles on Saturday and Sunday theatrical Dying is desirable. 

BUT!! It´s forbidden to use this theatrical dying to get an unfair advantage by falling into the enemy 

line and block your opponent fighters.  

When you are dead on the field don´t walk several meters off the line, just go down directly behind 

the line where you died. If you are in the way your reserves shall pull you away. 

When you are dead stay down, no sitting not talking! 

After all, this is a sport in historic clothing and this piece of show is our only duty for the audience. 

Thank you 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Weapons 

Basic: 

Every fighter is responsible for the condition of his Weapon. Every Group leader is liable to make a 

weapons check for his group regarding Condition of the Blades and length in front of the fighting. The 

organizing Team has the right to ban weapons which are too dangerous or doesn´t fulfill the 

parameter for save weaponry. Banned weapons should be stored safely, so that nobody can pick 

them up to bring them to field again. If such weapons are used on the field, it can lead to a ban of the 

fighter for the whole event. 

Every Weapon must be made of steel. 

The weapon must be blunt at every Edge. 

The cutting edge itself must be rounded and blunt. 

Every point must be rounded and have a diameter of a 10€cent coin at least. 

 

One handed Weapons 

Weapon max. Length Comment 

Sword/Sabre/Swordseax 100cm Scabbard needed 

Seax 100cm - 

One handed Axe 90cm - 

One handed Spear 180cm Look at Spearrule 

 

 

Two handed Weapons 

Weapon max. Length Comment 

Spear 250cm Look at Spearrule 

Daneaxe 200cm Look at Daneaxerule 
 

 

For the two-handed weapons two hand must always at the weapon. No one handed use is allowed. 

Exception is only granted when parrying with the Long Spear. In this case the tip of the weapon must 

be in contact to the ground. 

Only the thrust of a Spearpoint counts as a hit.  

No backward tip sliding or tapping thing…. whatever 😉 

Spearrule: 

A Spearshaft has to be straight. Natural grown spears are allowed but they have to be straight 

overall. 

Daneaxe Rule: 

The Blade of the Axe must be at least 12cm at the edge and be stable. 

 

No other Weapons than the ones above are allowed! 



 

 

Shields: 

Only Shields from the 6th to the 10th century are allowed. This are basically round shields.  

If you want to use another shield form you must communicate it in front of the event with the 

organizing team and bring archeological evidence for the use of the variant Shield form. 

In addition to it the Shield form must fit to the enacted time and region of the fighter. 

Shield must be in good condition. No Sharp edges no pieces broken off. Metal edges are not allowed. 

The use of active shield against your opponent’s body is forbidden. 

The active use of the shield to open the opponent´s shield is allowed. 

Controlled kicks against the lower part of the opponent´s shield to open it are allowed as well.  

 

Armor and Protection: 

The wearing of durable gloves is mandatory. 

The Gloves must withstand blows light to middle hard blows and stabs. 

Modern Gloves like Hockey gloves, Kote, or similar are allowed as long they are not recognizable as 

such. Spraying with brown color or wildly attached leather or cloth is not suitable. 

 

Hidden Protection which is worn under the clothing is not regulated at all. 

Further Protection than gloves is recommended. 

 

Forbidden Armor: 

-Leather Arm and Leg protection 

-Helmets with attached grids or mesh or any kind of fantasy leather attachments. 

 

Way of fighting / Hitting areas: 

Allowed are cuts and stabs according to the following rules for each Weapon.  

(Hitting areas are marked green) 

The intensity of the Weapon contact is to adapt to the enemy’s armor. 

Direct physical engagement like Punches, Kicks or similar against the opponent´s body are forbidden. 

Please avoid cuts and stabs to the spine and to the groin. 

When your weapon is hocked to the opponent´s body you have to let go. 

 

The “Kiss of Death” where both opponent´s hug each other to make a cut at the others back is 

disgraceful please don´t do that 😉 

 

 

 



 

 

Target zones and Techniques 

Weapon Cuts/Blow Stab/Thrust 
 

Sword/Sabre/Swordseax Yes Yes 

One handed Axe Yes Yes 

One handed Spear No Yes 

Spear No Yes 

Daneaxe Yes Yes 

 

 

        Cuts/Blows       Stabs/Thrusts 


